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Use of metacognitkve strategies, creative prolgem-
soiving,'end creative thinkingtechniques id intermediate' grade
writinfinstruction can.promote students' thinking and tteatirity.,
Metacognitive atrategNs can help students attack the; writing` task in
an orderly fashion. Answering specific questions for -descriptive,.
esPoOtory; narrative, or'persuasive writing, for example., can help,
students shape their.verbalizations before, during, and after writing'.
paragraphs. ?rewriting verbalizations and composition planning
worksheets tan substitute for the formal outlige. Creetivee'problem'
Aelving as applied to written composition involves such prewriting
activities as stimulationecreation of impressions, selection of a
'ereatiite problem, peer group consultation, and oral brainstorming,
while writing and rewriting include writing consultation and sharing
writing with anappropriate audience. Creative thinking techniques
such as brainstorming, attribute listing, morphological synthesis,
and synectics methods canitelp....writers. supplement their store of*
intuitivi!deas. (Appendixes include cemposition planning worksheets,
aacompleted descriptive paragraph, and creative thinking worksheets.)
(4.1)
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COMPOSITION
or

IN THE INTERNED

James D. Laney ,

TO THE EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES
INFORMATION CENTER (ERIC1-

?ATE ( kAits: HOW TO
D CREATIVITYPROMOTE THINKING

.Tbinking; Crdativity. and the PutUre

D. Laney

In 1962 the Educational Policies.Oommicsion asserted

that the aentral.purpOpe oil American education "is the'
,

development of thp ability_to think" (Ragan,' p.57). Tile
ti

Future prOmises Wbring rapid technological and
././/f11

-changes. Fox example,. futurists predict that by
five percent of the work,force.wili b6 producing

service? that *ere non-seiistent deb Wore

cultural

1986 seirenty-.

goods s'tnd

itmacan.

PP.486-d7). With more rapid change, oneomust also expect an

increasing number cf new problems that will need to be con-

/ fronted by mankind. The Inowledge.end solutions of the

past will-be-of little, if any, use', and ones past life.

experiences will also, be of doubtful utility. Alvin Toffler

has characterized this _period as being one of "fut..tre'shoci."

Man's'prOblem-solving capolcity will be severely.teited, and -

hip successes and failures will determine the lifestyle of

future. society. The outcome may be an increasingly more

convenient and leisurely way of life, or it may be a return

to simplicity: Indeed, the very survival of mankind may'.

depend 'on our children, the adult problem-solvers in the

age Of.future shock.

The implications for,today's education are evident.

,

"Schools musty teach our children to think for tigmselVes,
1

butt notall school's are presently meeting this challenge.
4
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'Various obstacles standin their way. All too often the'

teicherplays the role of fact-giver; all too-Often parents-

, and teachers 40 the thinking for 'the children threugb.Pro.-

tecting them and telling-0.M what to doe The. mass mediat

A.
too, "is guilty of ttdermining skills of communieationr in-

quiry, and contemplsettin in our children (Lundstsen, pp.4-9,

12), The rise of the Jqgniiive movdment in educatLori offers.

.

4
. hope that these factors can ibe refereed or overcome in the

rt.

near future.

Thollessession of''thinking skills is a necessary I:40

no,t a sufficient condition for the success of the problew

solver of.tke firtUre:c. Creativity is 'also an esential

characteristiii for unique and untried ideas, the products
r

of creative'. minds, will be the source,of'dolutions in a
t

world where the ideas of the past are inadeqUate.

Some-readers nes probably thinking that creativity ids

,

something that cannot be-taught,.for"hey would contend
..- A

that s person'. ii either innately creative or he isnot, '

.1
. .

The process definitibn'of creativity, on.the other hand,'
4, . 1 .,. .

assures that all people have creativity to some extent and

that identifiable creative processes' exist rhich can be \, ,

taught
'

in the schools: Studies by Gertrude M.' Hildreth and
AV

by-George 1. Brown of college students participating in

creativity, trainirii,progrania provide some evidence that
,

creativity can be positively' affected by instruetion(Barp,

pp,188-89). Likewise, E. Paul Torrance asserts that the

`
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school, has 's' strong; nvironmental influence on the develop-

decreasing

. .

,ment of creativitz, for he notes periods of increasing.and

decreasing creativity in 'children as they progress through
. , «. .

. .
, .

school. Declines in creativity occur in kindergarten,
.

% , 4,
fourth grade; end

,

Seventh grade. Mese drops in 'creativity
0

/ .

ere attributed totte novelty of teither.pimposed group soil `%

faimitylp kindergarten and to so bl a iretauree in ..the fourth

and seventh grates (Bari,'Vp.179-30). short.431.15 801--
. .

sumed by this author that the schools 080 encourage crikativr

ity through proiticr* a non-threatening atmosphere, utilis-
.

ing creative classroom procedures, and.eaching creative

processes.-

In the intermedkate grades., the composition :component

of lhe langdage arts curriculum, is ad ideal' area in whi ch

to °teach thinking skids and creative,ative, processes.

skills in comminication-necessitates fostering connections.

between spoken and.Written thought, end the great number'of

unknOwns An both creative and practical writing tasks pro

vide ale opportunitiesfor creative thinking. ,Tbrough

emploiing met111/acognitive strategiespereative.problem-solving

and creative thinki4g.techniquee4 the composition teacher

in the intermediate grades can do much to promote thinking

andcreativity, which in'this Author's opinion are the two

main goals.of American education.

Metacognitive Strategies

4
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Matecognitive itrategies%help the learner to be Mere
. .

. .

of his own behavior, to. organize information, and to monitor
R

his own progress. Bonnie W, Gimp's work with young,
.

agt

gressivboys andyginia I. -Douglass work with,hyperactive
.

. 4. , ..
.

. children illustrate the utility of metacognitive striteglee
- . -

.

in maintaining- student attention, in inhibiting impulsive
0, . . . _

.

it responses, and in Controlling student arousal..

..Camp's "Think Aloud program for young eggrespive boys
. ,

emphasises the modeling of verbal mediation strategies; a.

type of .cognitive stra,46p. A students engage in:4 *peel..
10-

fied game, proillemt.or task, hey answer for basic questions's'

1.'What if My Rroblem?

2. Amp shall 1 dolt?'

3. Am I following my plan? )

4. 'How diTI do?

' Camp's work has Cstiongresemblanee to that of Meichenbaum

',and Goodman (1971) (Camp, p496).

Douglas'- training program for hyperactive children has

1,

three main goals. /trot, Douglas wants the children to understand

that the problems they are encountering at'home and at"

school stem from their failure to "stop, look; end listen,"

a.problem behavior that can be corrected. Secondly, the.
.

training program attempts to make children aware of thi fact

that they are ptbblem-salvere and to Aonvince the-Children

,of the importance of this problem-Solving role.- Thirdly,

the program teaches children problem-solving strategies
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that will hopefully transfer toacademic activities (Douglas,

'P. 303 )

Douglas' training sessions stress foursethods: model.

tag, self-verbalizgtimit self-monitoring, and self-reinforis-
.

merit. In the initial training sessions, the leacher models

solving a problem: As he,engages in the problem-solving

task, the 'teacher deadoribessoUtlaud 'what 44, is doing cad

what he is thinking. Emphasis is -also placed on checking

one's, work and on undertaking the formative and summativa

evaluation of one's-progress. Then the child imitates the

teacher's behavior. Students are encouraged for use their

own words when v a3.izLng instructions and to devise their.

own strategies. Eventually, modeling is eliminated, and

student use of the strategies becomes covertADouOas,

'519.3039 311).

Normal childrsn.canalso benefit from training in meta. \..:.
cognitive strategies, especially when theses.trateiies are

applied'to the complexities of the writing taske- Typically,

students in the intermediate grades fall into three majar"

writing traps. First, concerned with generating enough con-

tent to fill the page, they.may give most of their attention'

to this problem. Overcoming the first problem loads to a

second pitfall, for studints then fail to stay within the

boundaries of their toiic. Compositon becomes knowredge-

, telling. The student writes down everything that he blows

about a given topic or that is even remotely related to a
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given topic; thus,- rambling prose results. Thirdly, over-"

whelmed by .the number of decisions Inherent in the writing

task, the typical student makes many imporiant deciaien,

arbitiarily. may eveii take the easy way out by devoting .

,most of hieatiention,to the problem of fluency and the

generation of oontent as mentioned above (Bereiter, pp.23,

27-26.

Perhaps the writing: difficulties students experietiCe'

can best be attributed to the great number of variabieird#

must.simultaneously consider!flwheniriting and to the limited

attentional capacity of tkkhuman brain. Denlel-KIhnemaa

:describes th4e'limit on attentional capacity as a "general
:

limit.on resources" Mad proposeS that increased mental of-
1

fort and arousal can boost the availability of these same

resources (Norman,.71).

'-'Metacognitive.strategies can he solve this problem
t.

of limited toentaL atpacity-or decisionmaking resources by

-maintaining the attention,' inhibiting the arbitrary responses,

and controlling the '''aiOusal of student writers. Also, by
f

emplbying m,tacognitive strategies in composition assign-

ments; etuderits oaki systematically-attend to the elements

of the writing task both separately and in combination.

. In other:words, the students cab attack the writing task in

an orderly fashion trough .the use of self-monitoringluerbal.a..
)

`izations or instructions.'

. Of course,' differentsinstrucitions and verbalizations

.
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are appropriate.for different kinds of writing. The quesL

Lions below; designed for a sixth grade composition course,

are meant to serve as guides fbr student verbalizations as

they engage,in descriptive; expository, narrative, and

ahuman!ative (or persuasive)4riting. Note.that the queer

tions are in a fort suitable for use in selfevkuation,at

the completion of -a Tait or subsequent draft of a composi
,

tion, rat these questions.shouldIalso be donsidered by the

wilter before and during the writing,task." Knowing What
.

constitutes. an acceptible end product in yarning helps one..

to employ appropriate means .to achieve .the esired outcomes.

Thus, the following questions function as &ides to shape

student verbalizaiionis before

of writings. .4
.

Descriptive Paragraph Writing (Painting a.Word Picture):.

, during, and after the act
1,),

1. Does my-paragraph begin With a main idea sentence

that tells what the whole paragraph is, about?

20...-Does the botrof my paragraph includesupporIing

details that are appropriately elaborated?

3. DOes paragraph. end With a summary sentence that

repeats then idea?

4. Did I select specific and concrete words, rather

than general and abstract words, from my,personal

observations?

Does'my writing evoke images and emotions in the

audience'
4
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Expository Paragraph Writing (Explaining a Process)

li Does my paragraph.have a main ideaoentence and

a aumMary sentence?

2. Does my explanation present seei$ in a logical,

sequential order?

Did I elect the exact fiords needed to clearly

identify the materials and actions involved?

' Is my writing clear so that 'the audience can easily

, I

.'

tollow the process explaining step by 'step?

Could members'of the audience replicate the. prooesa?
.

Narrative Writing (Telling a Chain of Events)

1: Does my story prevent a big problem for the main

character(i) to solve?

Does my storydpresent several possible "ways to
tr.

solve' the problem?

3. Does my story include a 1.*asolution to the conflict?

4: Did I choose adjectiveeland describe, traits in

such a way as to create interesting characterise-
.

tions? Do I feel that'I know the characters?

Does my story present a probiem that holdeithe

audience in auspense'until the,very end?

Argumentative or

sition of Policy

\

Persuasive Writing {Debating

or Expressing an Opinion)

a Propn-

'1. Does my writing present an opinion followed by

contentions and supporting evidence?

../



f. Are the beet arguments placed at the beginning

and end!?

3. Did I select words with the connotations I wish
6

to get across?

Do. the contentions listed in my writing appeal to

the audience's logic and value premises?

The questions above emphasize the importance of para-
. '-

graph structure, word choice, gpd awareness of audience rest:-

tion: Vote that none of the questions show a cnnoern for .

'correct grammar, unctuation, capitalization, or spelliig.

Againt'consideration of these elements, especially &wing

the firit draft, iduld drain the already liMitedfdecision-

inking resources of the writer (Daigon, p.244). Attention

to these mechanical and grammatical features of writing

can wait until the proofreading phase of subsequent draftso.

A contrived verbalization lay help the reader to better

understand this technique as applied to the writing prooess.

The following excerpt is an example a pre-writing verbal-.

ization for a descriptive paragraph thatcan be modeled by

th.Pcompositioncteacher and imitates by students:

When writing a descriptive paragraph, I
must remember to include three thIngst a main
idea sentence, elaborated details, and a sum-
mary sentence. I must also,try to use specific
and concrete words. Words like 'pretty' and
beautifIllf do not tell me much. I wantmy
fellow classmates who will read my paragraph
to be able to imagine the things .1.ad writing
about: If I keep all thise things' in'nind, I
will be able to write an organized paragraph.
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that my audience will enjoy reading.
Before beginning to write, I first need

to decide on what ta write abaft. My teacher
gave me the title,. "What Makes Me Smile." I
must think of something from ay own experience t

that makes me smile. Let's see, there's get -
ting prabents and riding my bike.. I know!
I'll write about watching argrandmother maks
cookies. That will be the best choice becanap
there's a lot to describe: sights, smells, w
tastes, and sounds.

NowI'if I-am going to write about match..
ing.my.grandmother make cookies,- that means
my main idea sentence must mention two things:
my grandmother's cookie -making and my smiling.
A14. I have to do is to put thead two things to-
gather in a sentence. 'A smile comes across my
face when my grandmother makes gingerbread men
is a possibility. 4s, I've' done a g9od jot
of thinking of a main idea sentence

'The teacher or studept4ould continue the pre-writing

verbalization in this manner, developing a framework or

plan for the entire composition which includes a listing"

of the details to be elaborated and an ideeor the summary

sentence. Coisposition planning worksheets,.pn which

students write down brief reeinders of these decipions,

are helpful. (See the appendix'to th is paper for examples)
4

11 of composition planning worksheets). ,Such planning work-
, 4

sheets may serve as substitutasfor the formal topic outline,

which is of limited usefulness in writing. The topic oitt.1-

0

line tells what one is going to write about, but it fails

to deal with what one is actually going to say in the com-

position (ftreiter, p.28). Composition planning worksheets, .

on the oth4r hand, are more detailed and make students think

about'exactly what. hey want to say.
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Creative Problem-Solvirz

The metacognitve strategies discussed above are ideal

for use within a creative problem-solving framework. Sidney,

Parses, Ruth Nailer, and Angelo Biondi dzvide the creativ,

prooc.ss into five stages. Divergent and convergent think-

ing charactdrize the mental activity involved in each

stage. In the first stage, facts about the problem are

gathered. Secondly, asstatement defining the nature of the

problem i& developed The third stage consists.of listing

a variety of ideas for solving the problem, aud the fourth

stage consists of evaluating these ideas and ooming up with-
,

a solution for implementation. Finally, the chosen idea is,

implemented and "sold to the appropriate people {Davis,

PP.41-44 7eldhusen, p7.60-61).

tailaN. Lundsteen out4ines a'framework of teaching-

learning techniques for written composition that closely

parallels the stages of the creative problem-solving prboesa.

The seven-part model offers .a preferable alternative to 'the

traditional "Select the topic, correct the error, and ex-,

pect improvement" model of instruction (liaison, p.243)..

Eightyjtive percent of Icamposition activity occurs

in the first four steps of the model before the actual

wAtinubegina. Stimulation of impressiona and re- creation

are the first two steps, and they parallel the fact-finding

stage of the creative problem-solviag process. Stimulation

of impressions comet, from several courses: Nsensory.ex-
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perience; natural objects; vicarious (or indirect) ex-

periences from pictures, pick*, movies, from the talk of

other children. or from children's literature* (Lundsteen,

p.285). In the re-creation step; the stadent writer draws

upon his experiences to find out what he has to say about

the stimulus, or the stimulus itself may provide a new ex-

perience from which the student can 4draw ideas (Lundsteen,

p.287).

Creative problem selection and oral consultation are

also part of the prewriting phase and constitute the third

and fourth steps in Lundsteents scheme. In step three,

which parallels the problem-finding stage of the creative

problem-solving-process, either the child selects a creative

problem on his own or the teacher selects a creative problem

. for the child based on his knowledge trt.the child's interest&

and needs. Composition problems may be derived from the

*three aims of discourses to report, to persuade, aald-to en-

tertain. If the teacher selects the problem, the teacher

must work to ensure that the child values the given problem

(Lundsteen, pp.288-89). Ideally, the problem should origi-

nate within the student writer, but there are still many

other unknowns and choices in the writing process that pro-

'vide opportunities for creativeness on the part of students.

For instance, the child may still choose among alternatives

related to experiendial elements, mood or tone-setting de-

tails, evert sequencing, word choice, sentence structure,

is
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and compositional framework. Problem, Airving becomes !the

force that blends compositional elements in the'creation*

(Lundsteat, par).

Paralleling the idea-finding stage of the creative

problem-eolyi4 prooess, oral c,nsultation is the fourth

step in the writing leadm16 It consists of peer group eon--

saltation and oral brainstorming in small groups or with the

entire class. Three things are accomplished through oral

consultation. First,

previous three steps;

connections are fostered between.the

therefore, this step'clatifies What

the student is to do. Secondly, brainstorming composition

ideas-and vocabulary helps to, ensure that the child writer

wills have no trouble generating content fluently. Thirdly,

this step contributes towards audishos awareness (Lundoteen,

PP.290..91). ,,Perhaps such tools as the composition planning

worksheet can best be utilized in this last step.of the pre-

writing phase. Completing the worksheet forces the student

writer to rehearse various writing elements separately and

in combination.
4,

As in M. C. Wittrockos model of generative learning,

the student writer in the four steps of the prewriting phase

of composition discovers the meaning or makes scones of a

writing assignment by relating the stimuli presented to his

past experience. Generation o imaginal and verbal elabora-

tions facilitates this associative prooesit and composition

planning worksheets are suitable for guiding the first
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verbal elaborationi. Usamples of such worksheets for

descriptive, persuasive, andiarrative writing appear in

the appendix tethis paper). In later steps beyond the

prewriting phase, the Student writer generates.more

plete verbal elaborations, and the rough draft-graduall

evolves into a. finhed composition as the necessary re-
,

visions are made'. Thus, the teacher's role in the prewriting

phase of the writing process is to faciliate the active

construction of students' imaginal mid verbal elaborations

by providing appropriate stimuli, and the student's rolW is.

to attend to the stimuli so that he can actively construct

imaginal and verbal elaborations in the prewriting,, writing,

and rewriting phMses.(Wittrock, p.26).

Cognitive functioning in the four steps of the pre-

writing phase is characterized by perceptual analysis and

memory retrieval. According to Fergus I. g. Craik and

Robert Lockhart, Several levels of infotfation processing

are discernaSle inrperceptual analysis. -The -first levels

involve the sensory analysis .of the .writing stimulus pre-

sented by the teacher. Possible t ANItli include verbal in-

formation,
..

sounds, sights, and smell. Later levels con-
.

cern-the extraction of meaning lfrom the stimulus and the

semantio(or cognitive analysis of the'stimulus. Ia ether

words, the stimulus is recognized, and then itis associated

with images aid stories from the st*nt writer's patt
.

experience, Thus, ",depth of processing" and "elaboration
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coding" occur (Norman, pp.122-23).

When remembering past experiences, -atudnts transform

the material
*
or information stored in" long term memory into

an appropriate form, whetherinagelike or semantic for use

in solving the selectedwritingproblbm (Norman, p.195).

Asprorsed,.by.Fredsric Martleit, thepe remembrances may

not. be entirely accurate. Remembering involves reconstruc-

'"tion, for present and past experiences are well.integrated

within an. organizational scheme pr framework of experiences

in memory (Norman, p.223).

Writing consultation, the fifth step in Lundsteents

model, spans the writing and rewriting phases of composition

and is comparable to the solution-findinestage of the

creative problem.aolving process.- After writing a tough.

'draft, the student first consults with himself, recon

oiling,hisprewriting plan with his initial writing effort.

in terms of pontent,,form,:and audience. As the writer re-

Vises his composition, there is much baok and forth move -

.ment between the prewriting and'writing phases, for writing

is' no4 a smooth, linear process. An initial conoept from

the prewriting phase may be'sbandoned in favor of a better

idea developed during the writing of the first draft, or

the writer may revise the first draft to better reflect

good idea originating in the prewriting phase.: Thus, adding,

cutting, and rearranging ,oharacterize the aotivity during

this step of the model.
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,Additional revisions may occur after the student writer

consults with other.people about his writing.* Again, small

peer groups may be used for this purpose.. In the peer
.

group Consultation, three dr four students give feedbaok to

the writer about.bis'composit4on's strengths mad"weeknesees,.

and they offer suggestions= for improvement. 'Of course, %hi

teacher Jaakes this session more Productkie by disoussipg

beforehand the questibis to be asked and the writing elvents

to be oonsidered. The teacher's role during this step,is

to be a working editor as he moves from student to student.

Indeed, exoerpti or whole student compositions may be flashed.

on a screen for the entire class to 1.0W in order to discuss;

typical writing problems and pbssible solutions (Daigon,

p..2451 Lundsteen, pp.291-96). This large group revision

activity is exemplified by the following treatment of a

student's composition by an actual fourth grade class:

Student's Original Paragraph That Needs'
Improvements

When I was a 'little girl, I liked to visit
my grandfather's farm. The things I remember
the most are the sounds. For instance, I re-
member the dog barking, the cows,scrsaMing, the
,birds. chirping, the frogs jumping in the pond,
the tractor,, the little rippling waves in the
pond,, and the cats purring.

What was the assignment?

Each student was to write ,a well-constructed
paragraph using me 'sound words' such as 'hoot..
Jag: 'purring,' and 'shrieking.'

What needs improvement in this paragraph?

*
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The first sentence of a paragraph usually
contatns.the main idea but does not in
this paragraph. In this case, the first
sentence should mention farm sounds since
that is what the rest of the sentences
in the paragraph are about.

2. A paragraph should ideally consist of many
`sentences, but this one has. only three.

3. The student should have used more.descrip-
- tive detail to add interest to*the para-

. .graph. The student could have told when
the-sound was made or the reason for the
%sound being made. Without this detail,
the paragraph sounds more like a list of
things.

4. The paragraph does not end well. It stops
short. A good paragraph ending will re-
peat the main idea.

5. Be sure not to start every sentence with
'I beard' or with the name of the thing
making the sound.

Paragraph Rewritten X.Ake Class:

When I was a little girl, my favorite place'
to go was to my grandfather's farm because of
all the different sounds I heard there. The
dogs were always barking at the cats living
beneath.the farmhouse. I liked to hear the
cows mooing for more wetter in their trough.
They seemed 4 say, 'Via thirsty.' /hen grand-,
father Would -un to get the hose. Whin bie
turned it on'L I could hear the bubbiling of the
water. AG daybreak, I remember thelbirds chirp-
ing. They ehattered at worms that swished
through :the thick, green grass. In the river
which splashed beside the barn, gurgling trogs
jumped across the water with a kerplunk. When
I walked by the fields, I ,could. hear the crash-
ing.of the tractor as it pushed its way through
the soil. At might the farm went to sleep. I
remember the crickets singing a sweet lullaby
under my window. Then I would go to sleep.
Eve:. today, I still love to go to my 'grand-
fathers farm because of all the wonderfu4
sounds that give me happy memories.

Acceptancefinding is the final stage of the creative

proidem-solving proceis, and oral "and written display, the

1



sixth and seventh stops of.Lundsteen's scheme, parallel

this stage.%' In'both or 'these steps, the student writers

-share their finishedommpoditions with an 'appropriate

audience; therefore, °ireful proofreading id necessary

befOre *publication" of a finished, oral or written product

takes place. Towards the end of the precediegwritipg con-
, .

dultation'step it is a good idea forettudents to get 4

in proofreading for mechanical and,grammatical errors from

the teacher, student experts, student monitoring groups, -or
4

a class-constructed proofreading manual. Not every writing

assignment should be taken to this polished state. If this

was required for every composition, students would soon grow-

tired of writing. Nevertheleds, children do need experience

with revising, proofreading, apd rewriting a finalized copy

Perhaps practticalpieces of writing, such-as stories and re-

ports for display and notee to parents,' are best suited for

this purpose, for they are truly meant to be read by an ) 4

audience (Lundsteeaf pp.296 -98).

9* Creative Thinking_ Telnia_ued

Creative thinking techniques also have a place in com-

position instruction in the inteimediate grades. Brain -;

storming,,attribute listing, morphological synthesis, and

synectios methods are among the techniques commonly taught

in creativity training courses, and they car. help the writer

come up with new ideas ad new idda combinations. Thus,

4 these techniques serve to supplement the writer's intuitive
A
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store of ideas, providing him with a greater number, of al-

ternatives from which Io'choose.

Brainstorming is one creative thinking technique used

to generate nu srous ideas for solving a problem. In a
" A

'brainstorming session, criticimor evaluation of-the ideas.-,

is not permitted, for the emphasis is on quantity. It is

assumed thaia,long list of alternatives will contain bone

qualitative enswere. Humorous and far - fetched ideas are

encouraged because they help the participants to get away

from commonplace answers. Also,, participants, may ohitchm.

hikelkon each other's Ideas in order to combins or improve

*

ideas; Evaluation of the lengthy list of ideas occurs only

'atter the brainstorming session has ended (Davis, pp.60 -61;

'Peldhusen, pp.39-40).

Bra ato contributes greatly to the planning of

4oth individual and group'compositions.APor exampla, the

clads can brainstorm topics, experiences, suppqrting detail*,

appropriate vocabulary, Ana figures of apeeth for use in

writing a descriptive paragraph. Generating analogies also

stimulates descriptive writing. Consider the followinlle

. questions for use in the construction of analogies:

"How is a turtleelike a tank?

How is a bull like a steam locomotive?

How id a water hose like a snake?
ow

How is a steam shovel like a dragon?

Elaborations o the analogies that are produced,cai be fOi-
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'mnlated_into interistineparagraphs. When planning a per-
ati

suasive paragraph advertising a product, the student; can

brainstorm product ideesv.infqrmation that will convince

consumers to buy, and words Ott appeal to the senses.

Again, thesi'ideae maybe listed on a composition planning

worksheet. (See the appendix td this paper for examples).

Uperience with group brainstorming will bopeiiilly transfer

to individual writing odor**, Sor group brainstorming ef-

fectively models's' strategy that individuals Can employ in

supplementing their store of ideas:
-

Attribute listing is a second`, creative thinking tebh7

nique,usefUl.in pomposition plknning, especially when writ- .,

`ing stories." First, story attributes, such as characters,

settinga, and problem plots, .are listed am'coluilasheadivs.

Secondly,. or ways to improve- each attribuke

listed under the corresponding headings ,(Davis, pp.61 -62;

Feldbusen4 pp.40-42).' Finally, the test ideas from each

column are combined Sad bidome the lements of an orignal

narrative. 1See an example of an attribute listinuwork.-

sheet for. story writing in the appendix to this paper).

This attribute listing technicige can be employed by iidivid-

Uhl. as a basis for independent stories. or by the class'es

a !bole as a basis for dictated grow stories. Also, at-
,

,tribute lists generated b" a group can be used by individuals

as a source of story ideas. If this procedure is followed,

individUilestould be encouraged to add some of their own
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favorite thoughts or ideas to. each attrpute column.

p

2l

Morphological synthesis is a third kind of creative .

thinking technique, and it involves producing original ideas ,

by putting pi*obleM components or attributes together in

new% and different. ways (Davis, k.63; Feldhueen, p.42).

In story writing, unique ideas for characters can be goieratpd
-

through-this technique. A simple matrix is constructed,

with ideas for one.attribute placed aleng.the -vertical axis.
.

andowithideas for a second attribute ploed along the hori--
p

mental:exist /n developing ideas for story characters,

nouns identifying possible heroes anlihercines. are listed

along one exisold adjeotives describing possible qualities

of the major character are listed along the other a=irs,

Therefore, new idea combinhtions result in the cells of

the matrix. (See an example matrix designed for this pay

pose in'the appendix to this paper").

The attribute lists described previously in thisipaper,

are easily transformed into a form suitable for morp4oloryal

synthesis. The ideas for two of the story attributes (ideas.

for characters ask settings are placed along, the axes of

the matrix, while one idea'for the third story attribute

(one plot idea) Jo held constpt.

Synectics is a, fourth creative thinking technique and

is made up of several different methods. Like attritilte

listing and morphological synthesis, it-is also usefully
0

employed in formulating ideas for writing. In this tech
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nique, the participints construct analOgiesorestaphors

in order to. help them nelyie and solve prqblem. Think-
,

ing about how similar problems are solved in nature or real

life is one aynec method for deriving analogies. Such

direct analogies can bs explored in depth in the form of a

desclxitive paiagraph,for example. In eenstracting a ier-

. isontl analogy, the problem-solvers imagine that they have

,beAme the problem object; in constructing a fantasranalogy,

the problem4eolvers create orampc ideal solutions to a

problem. Obviously, such analogies can serve as unusual

plot ideas for narrative mrittng. Analogies produced through

syneotics,methods thus stimulate creative writing. Although

Osynecties was obviously not designed with s purpose In

mind, creative writing.can'be a purposeful by-product

a

a emetics session'( vis, pp.67-68; Peldhusen,,pp.45-16).

< r
Sweat .and Toil f

Thinking and4creatlime problem-solving are not easy

.tasks.. Stephen Spender e=gresses this viewpoint in en

article on pOetry writing:

Inspiration is thp beginning of a poem
and it is also its final goali It is the .

first idea which drops into the poet's bind
and it is the final idea which he at last
achieves in words. In between this start
and thip winning post there la a hard race,
the Breit And toil (Spender, p.68).

Motacogniti strategies, the creative probiemosolving process,

and creative thinking techniques cannot make these tasks
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, (

any easier, but perhaps.they can lead to better solutions

) on the part of problem- solvers. Thcamccessful search f

better solutions, now and in the futUre, depends heavily on

1

the- promotion of thinkineand creativity in the sbhools.
.

r- f
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APPENDIX'

Composition Planning'Worksheete,

"Descriptive paiikraph . . . . . p.25

,*Completed Descriptive Paragraph . p.26

Persuasive Paragraph $ . . . . . . .. . . p.27

Narrative (Shor4 Story) . p$28

.Creative Thinking Wirksheeth. ,

Attribute 'dating (Story Elements) . . . . p.2%

Morphological Synthesis (Charactotization) . ... p.30

*The descriptive paragraph was oompsed jiintly.by the
students in a sixth grade classroom using a composition
planning worksheet in the prewriting phase.
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COMPOSITION PLANNING WORXSHEET:
The Descriptive Paragraph

aperiences something that makes so satile..watching set
grandmother silo cookies

Main id:lc:sentences
-

A smile always comes across my face-
when ry grandmother bakes gingerbread nen.

Senses to uge: sight, touch, hearing, smell, taste

to describe su rt details : grandmother, in
gr.* en coo ens s spoon), dOugh,.un
baked cookies, trey, sountl'of the oven timer, baked cookiis,
sound of my stomach, taste of the cookies

Words tp user industrious; .precise; thin layer of snow
Riii-flour; old wooden spoon; stiff brain dough; little
brown men; smooth, sparkling, sandy beach; =fat, sunburned
men; buss of th* oven timer; crisp, warm gingerbread men;
tangy, spicy smell; sweet cookie

Pi es f s eech or unusual deicri tions: like an artist
1/110 n ed s scene many Imes e ore; white flour
covers her arms like long evening gloves; cookies look
like sunbathers on a beach

Idea for s ry sentenoe: I will tell why watching my
grandmothermbakiug cook!es makes me smile.

Summaty sentence: I smile, foi my grandmother's cookies
are filliA with her love for me.
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COMPLETED DESCRIPTIVE PARAGRAPH

tow

How Grandmother Makes Me Smile

A smile always comes across my face when
my grandmother bakes gingerbread men. She goes
about her work with great industry and preoi
sion. Like an artisbwho has painted this scene
many times before, she knows exactly what to do
by heart. A thin layer of snow white flour
covers her arms like long evening gloves as she
mixes the ingredients with an ,.old wooden spoon.
'Before long, it is time to roll out the stiff
brown dough and cut out.the cookies. Grand
mother places the little brown men in the oven.
I t help butlihink that they look like sun

rs on a smooth, sparkling, sandy beach.
Inside the oven, the men grow fat and sunburned.
With the buzz of the oven timer, Grandmother pulls
out the crisp, warm gingerbread men. A tangy, \i

spicy smell delights my nose, and 0 stomach
growls rudely with impatience. Finally, Grand
mother hugs me and gives me the first sweet
cookies I smile, for my grandmother's cookies
are filled with her lois for me.

27
a
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COMPOSITION PLANNING WORKSHEET:
Advertising a Product With a

Persuasive Paragraph

Introduce the product (main idea genteel)*

r

Provide inforkation which rsuades the reader'to the
pro

1..

support evidence s

2.,

3.

Ar

a
4.

Select words that appeal to the senses:
1

Make your final sales pitch to the soneumer (summary sentence):

O

Illustrate the paragraph with a poster advertising the product:

28
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COMPOSITION PLANNING WORKSHEET:
The Short story"

Triangle Plot
main Character: boy
bblect: mule ride (t, the bottom of the Grand Canyon)
Issue: manliness, bravery, determination

BiA;Prablems young city boy strivee toprove his own
manhoo(while on an outdoor adventure, ,

Minor Problems (Middle of Story):
What .if the boy doesn't want to go on the trip, but his
father insists?,
What if a thunderstorm hampers the mule ride?
What if the boy can't get his poncho loose?
What if the bay's mule slips and falls?
What if the boy decides to make the return trip with a
throbbing head from his fall?

agrobleageSolution (End of Story),: The boy proves his
od by successfully completing the return trip despite

his head injury.

Mental Picture of Ma/pr Characters:
11811111boy
Age--14
Intelligence -average
Bize-rsmaIlr not athletio
Looks-handsome, no tan
Dresstennis shoes, no-hat, city clothes
Behaviorreluctant, hostile, determined
Voicesoft, high, immature
Walkfast, stead,

Name--Jeb Forrest
Age--old timer
Intelligence -- knowledgeable Id outdoors, expert wrangler
Size- -short, muscular
Lookstanned, leather-like skin, white hair
Dress--boot, cowboy hat, jeans
Behaviorkind, helpful
Voiceloud, boomingr cowboy dialect
Walk -- quick, bounding

WY'

(Use the back of this sheet tor additional characters.)
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CREAT/VB THINKING WORKSHEET:
Attribute Listing (Story Elements)

a

29

Direotionsl Let's invent some story ideas.. First, list
different kinds of characters, settings, and problem plots
under.the column headings below. He imaginative. Then,
choose one item from each column. Combine these, three
'items to get a story idea. Try different. combinations tup-
til you get a unique story idea thst-you, wish to develop
on your own.

Characters

boy

princess

butterfly

cat .

horse

cowboy

scientist

-time traveler

athLetole

sailor

Settings Problem Plots

moon sets lost'

forest beoomes trapped
or stranded

prairie can't make frienat4

bpiise is alwayhins forget-
ting tgs

undergriund becomes invisible

lab -tells lies

school, is afraid of some..
_

OAR gets, into a fight

desert 6 accused falsely.

mountains Aries to solve a
mysteryor crime

30 .
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CREATIVE THINKING 'WORKSHEET:.
Morphological Synthesis (Characterization)

Directions: Letts create. some interesting story characters
by combining different ideas for heroes/heroines with dif-
ferent ideas .for the main °hamster 'p personili.ty.

boy

princess

butterfly

oat

horse.
cowboy .

04 scientist
oi time traveler

athlete

sailor

CHARACTER TRAIT

I .1 I

I> I .t `t

1 1

1 1 1

I I L
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